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1
Introduction and preliminary delnitions.
In [G. M. V.] is presented a degree theory in euclidean spaces that gener-
alizes the classical degree of Brouwer. In order to solve the additivity pro-
perty problem, in [R2] we gave an alternative description of the generalized
degree through differentiablemethods. This toolsare based on the Pontryagin's
results of framed bordism (see [P]) and moreover can be used to extend the
generalized degree to the contex of normed spaces ([R3]).
The aim of this paper is to extend the classicaldegree theory in manifolds
for continuous maps /: Mn+k-^-Mn where Mn +k and Mn are compact connected
oriented (n + k) and n manifolds respectively. We will apply once again framed
bordism theory.
In this paper, by Mn +k and Mn we shall mean compact Hausdorff oriented
C°°-manifoldswith dimension n + k and n respectively dMn+k=dMn=0, Mn
will be supposed to be connected. All differentiablemaps will be C°°-maps.
In order to do this paper as selfcontained as possible we are going to point
out the most important concepts and results that we will need.
A pair (M*, F) is said to be a framed submanifold of Mn+k if Mk is a
closed ^-dimensional submanifold of Mn+k and F={uu u2, ■･･, un) is a normal
frame for Mk, i.e. F is a family of independent differentiablesections of the
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normal bundle (trivial) of Mk, denoted by v{Mk).
Let N.F.k(Mn +k)={(Mk, F): (Mk, F) is a framed submanifold of Mn +k}.
(Mk0, Fo), (Mku FJ^N. F.k(Mn +k) are said to be homologous, written (Mk0, Fo) =
(MJ, Fi), provided there exists a & + l-dimensional closed submanifold Mk +l of
Mn+kxl such that dMk +1=(Mkox {0})U(M}x {1}), Mk +1r＼(Mn + kx{i})=Mkox {t}
for every fe[0, 1/3), Mk +lr＼(M'l + kx {t})=M＼x {t} for every ^(2/3, 1] and there
exists G={GU G2, ■■■,Gn＼ normal frame for Mk +X verifying
G＼Mkoy.{o)―Fo and G＼Mklxn):=F1.
It is easy to see that = is a relation of equivalence, then we have the set
%k(Mn+k)=N. F.k(Mn +k)/^.
Let us consider 5" to be the n-dimensional sphere and p, q the South and
North poles of Sn respectively.
Now consider /: Mn+k-+Sn to be a C^-map such that p is a regular value
of /, written p e (r. v.)(f), one can assign to / an element {MK, FA e
N.F.k(Mn+k), where M
satisfies that if c'―{U, <p
f-＼p)cMn +k and the frame Ff = {uuu2,---,un}
of S" given by
the projection p^U=Sn＼{q}
~->Rn, then Txf{uj{x))―0vc,{ej)for every j―l, ■■■,
n and every x(=Mk. (6PC- denotes the isomorphism between Rn and Tp(Sn)
induced by c').
Arguing as in [P] one can prove the following
Theorem 1.1. Let Mn+k be a manifold as above and IIn(Mn+k) the n-th
cohomotopy set {group if n^k+2) of Mn+k. Then, the function TIk : 77re(Mn+*)
-*%＼Mn +k), defined by 77*([/i])= [(M}s F/)], where f: Mn +k->Sn is a C~-map
homotopic to h such that p<E(r.v.)(f),is bijective(isomorphism if n^k+2).
The structure of the present work is the following: in the remaining part
of this section by using Theorem 1.1 we introduce the generalized degree
definitionand prove the main properties. However, this definition poses some
difficulties(of computation for example), then, it is interesting to find out con-
ditions for making this definitioneasier. Note that when it is possible to identify
d(f) with an element of IIn+k(Sn), as in the case of the generalized degree in
euclidean and normed spaces, we can use Pontryagin's theory to determinate
in a reasonable way this degree and the structure of the sets IIn(Mn +k). We
devote section 2 to this task. Some ideas of section 2 are motivated by the
work of Kervaire [K].
In section 3 we apply the results of section 2 to compute the degree of
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some functions that allows us to prove Theorem 3.1 that improves 6.1 of [K]
and generalizes a classicaltheorem concerning the Hopf's invariant.
Applications of this results to the complementing maps theory can be found
in [R4].
The reader is referred to the texts of [H] and [S] for information about
differentialand algebraic topology machinery.
Definition 1.1. Let /: Mn+k->Mn be a C°°-map and xoe(r. v.) (/). We
define the generalized degree of / at x0, written d(f, x0), by d(f, xo)=
l(f~＼xo), Ff)~] g8'(M"+'), where Ff = {uu ■･･,un] is the normal frame for
f~＼x0) such that Txf{ul{x))=Q^{ei) for every i = l, ■■■,n and every x<=f~1{x0),
and c=(U, <p,Rn) are local coordinates inducing the orientation of M", U con-
taining x0.
It is easy to check that the above definition is consistent, i.e. d(f, x0)
depends neither on c nor on the choice of the positive basis of Rn.
Lemma 1.1. Let H: Mn+kxl-> Mn be a C^-homotopy such thatxo^(r.v.)
(H0)r＼(r.v.){HO, then d(H0,xo)=d(Hu x0).
The proof of Lemma 1.1 is straightforward if xo<=(r.v.)(H), otherwise one
can get another C°°-homotopyH': Mn+kxI->Mn such that xo^(r.v.)(H'), and
m=Ht and #(=#!.
As a consequence of above lemma we obtain the next useful corollary
Corollary 1.1. Let f: Mn+*-≫-Mn be a C^-map and let x0, xl^{r.v.){f),
then d(f, xo)=d(f, xx).
Proof. Take a C°°-isotopyH: MnxI->Mn such that //0=Id and Hx{x,)=
II Now consider G = H°(fxld): Mn+kxI-+Mn. Corollary 1.1 implies that
d(G0, x^^diGi, xx). Since G0 ―f and G1 = H1°f,it follows that
d(f, xl)=d{Gl, x^diH^f, x1)=[(//1o/)-1(x1),F7/l0/)]
Corollary 1.1 allows us to state the following definition
Definition 1.2. a) Let f: Mn+k^Mn be a C^-map. We define the gen-
eralized degree of f, denoted by d(f), by d(f)=d(f, xo)e§r*(Mn+*), where x0
is any regular value of f.
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b) If f: Mn+k ―>Mn is a continuous map we define the degree of f by
d(f)=d(g)<=t$k(Mn+k), where g: Mn+k->Mn is any C°°-mapsuch thatf and g are
homotopic.
In the sequel we shall refer to continuous maps shortly as maps.
Remark 1. It is obvious that d{f)=d{f) if /, /' are homotopic maps.
Remark 2. If Mn=Sn it follows that d(/)=/7*([/]) for every map /:
Mn+k->Sn, then d(f) characterizes the homotopy class of /.
From the previous definitionone can check easily the following result
Proposition 1.1. Let f: Mn+k->Mn be a map such that d(f)^O, then f is
onto
2. Conditions for the generalized degree of a map to be an element of
nn+k(sn).
In the above section we have defined the degree of a map /: Mn+k^Mn
as an element of %k(Mn+k). Those sets (groups if n^k+2) are in general
very difficultto determinate, therefore, it is interesting to find out when it is
possible toidentify d(f) with an element of IJn+k(Sn) as in the case of the gene-
ralized degree in euclidean and normed spaces ([G. M. V.], [R3]). Besides, in
this situation d(f) would take values in a common set for every Mn+k and Mn
as in the classical degree theory.
First of all we recall the next lemma
Lemma 2.1. Let n e N and k e Nu{0}. The projection (pn+k: Rn+k ->
Sn +k＼{q}induces a bijection<pn+k: %k(Rn +k)^%k(Sn+k) given by <pn+k{[(Mk, F)])
= [.((pn+k(Mk),T(pn+k(F))~],where T(pnJrk denotes the map induced by (pn+k between
the corresponding normal bundles.
Now let us suppose in this section Mn +k to be compact, connected, oriented
without boundary and c=(JJ, <p~x, Rn+k) be a chart of the orientation of Mn+k.
By applying Lemma 2.1 one has 8?*(Sn + *)=3f*(/2n +*)=3f*(5B+*(0)), (£n + *(0)=
{x(ERn+k such that ||jc||<1}) then, we can define <p*: %k(Sn+k) -> ^*(Ai"+*) by
^*([(MS, F)])=[(0(M*), T4>(F)y], where T^: v(Mk)->v(<p(Mk)) is the map in-
duced by
{x,v)<―>((b{x),TMv))
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between the normal bundles of Mk and <p(Mk). It is clear that Tip is an
isomorphism and </>*is well defined. On the other hand, since </>transforms
disjoint sets in disjoint sets, <p* is a homomorphism if n^k+2.
Now we state the next useful proposition
Proposition 2.1 ([H], pag. 185). Let <p',<p: Bn+k(0)^Mn+k be orientation
preserving diffeomorphisms onto its images, then there exists a C°°-isotopyH:
Mn+kxI->Mn+k such that H0=ld and H,＼v=<p'°<p~＼where U=(p(Bn+k(0))-
As a consequence of Proposition 2.1 we have
Proposition 2.2. // c=(U, <p~＼Rn+k) and c'
inducing the orientation of Mn+k it follows that <p*-
=(£/',(p'-＼ Rn+k) are charts
Proof. Consider H: Mn+kxI-^Mn+k as in Prop. 2.1 and let a: 1^1 be
a C°"-map such that a|[0il/3)= 0, a＼ui%,^ = l and a'(t)>0 for fe(l/3, 2/3). Let
us define H: Mn+kxl->Mn+kxl by /?(*, 0= (#(*, a(0), 0- Hence ^ is a
diffeomorphism. For every i(Mk, F)] e 9f*(SB + *), H((p(Mk)xI) is a compact
submanifoid of Mn+kxl, such that H((p(Mk)xI)r＼(Mn+kx {I}) = <p(M k)x {i} if
/e[0,1/3) and H(<p(Mk)xI)n(Mn+kx {t})=<p'(Mk)x {t＼ if f e (2/3, 1]. It is
clear that T0(F) is a normal frame for <p(Mk)xI, therefore if TH: v(<f>(Mk)xI)
-^v{H{(p{Mk)xI)) is the isomorphism induced by TH it follows that the pair
(H((p(Mk)xI), TH{T(p{F)) achieves a homology between (<p(Mk), TfaF)) and
{(p'{Mk), T(p＼F)). This completes the proof of the proposition. □
In order to look into the main properties of </>*we need the following
Proposition 2.3 ([H], pag. 183). Let A4n+k be as above. Assume thatMn +k
is k-connected and n^k+2. Let Mk and M* be two k-dimensional diffeomorphic
compact submanifolds of Mn+k. Then there exists a C°°-isotopyH: Mn +kxl-^
A4n+k such that //0=Id and H,(Ml)=Mk.
Now we are in a position of proving the following useful consequence
Proposition 2.4. // n^k+2 and Mn+k is as in Prop. 2.3, then(p* is onto
Proof. Let [(M＼ ^)]ef$f*(MB+*) and let f:Mn+k^Sn be a C°°-mapsuch
that z>e(r.v.X/)and/7£([7])=r(A/*,F)]. Since n^k+2, Mk can be embedded
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in U, where U is the domain of a chart c=--(U,</>＼Rn+k) inducing the orienta-
tion of Mn+k. Let M* be the image of a such embedding. From Prop. 2.3
there exists a C°°-isotopyH: Mn+*x/--≫A/" +* such that //0=Id and Hi(AU) =
Mk. Now the map f°H gives us a homotopy between / and f°Hi―f.
Therefore [(M*f )]=/7*([/])=/7*([/'])=[(//-1(/>), Fr)]- Since f>-＼p)=M£
we have ^([(^XA/*), 7Y"1(^/'))])=[(M*, F)] and ^* is onto. □
A manifold M is said to be a n-manifold provided there exist ttkeN and
an embedding /: M―>Rm such that v(f(M)) is trivial.If M is a n-dimensional
7r-manifold there is U={uu ･･･, um_n} family of linearlyindependent sections of
v(f(M)). By using / and U, M can be oriented following a standard way. In
the sequel when we refer to a 7r-manifold M, as above, it will be supposed to
have the orientation induced by / and U.
Now let Mn +* be a 7r-manifold, /: A4n +k->Rn +k+s bean embedding and let
U={ui, ･■■, us} a normal frame for f(Mn+k). Let us define a function (homo-
morphism if n'^k+2)UJ : %k(M!l+k)^%k(Rn+k+s) "=
+V(SB +*+I)
by U%＼_Mk, F)])
= [(/(M*), (fJ(F), £/))]where Tj: v(M')W/(M')) is the map induced by
Tf i.e. TJ(x, [v]) = (/(*), [Tx/(v)]) (v(f(Mk)) denotes the normal bundle of
/(M*) in /(Mn +*)). Obviously fJ| is well defined.
If Mn+* is a 7r-manifold and g: MnJrk->Mn is a map one can consider the
generalized degree of g, d(g)^"(Mn +k), as ((nkn+sr^UJ)(d(g))(B IIn+kUSn+s).
This resultant alternative definitionof the degree of a map presents the disad-
vantadge of depending on / and U and besides we may lose information because
U* is not bijective. In order to eliminate this gaps we are going to prove some
propositions that moreover will determinate the relation between d>* and U*.
Proposition 2.5. Let Mn +k be a k-connected n-manifold, n^k+2. Let
f: Mn+k-^Rn+k+s be a embedding such that v(f(Mn +k))is trivialand U=-{uu ■■･,
ms}, V={vu ■･■, vs＼be two normal frames for f(Mn+k) inducing the same orien-
tation of Mn+h. Then UJ=VJ: S*(MB+*)-*8f*(/2B+*+')=S*(.Sn +*+')
Uj{
Gx
Proof. Let [(A/*, F)[^^k(Mn+k) and for every ./e {1, ■■■,s} we write
x)=Hti^aii(x)vt(x) (xG/(Af+*)). Define G: f(Mn+k)^GL+(Rs) by G(x) =
=(aii(x))*ifj=i. Now consider
i G
G＼fiMk): /(M*)c--> f(Mn +k)-^GL+(Rs),
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G＼f(Mk) is homotopic to a constant map, then there exists a C°°-mapH: f(Mk)
Xl->GL+(RS) such that H0=G＼f(Mk) and //1=c^d (the map of constant value
the identity matrix).
It is clear that (/(M*)X/, (Tf(F), H(vu ･･･,vs))achieves a homology be-
tween (f(Mk). (Tf(F). U)) and (f(Mk). (Tf(F). V)). n
Proposition 2.6. Let Mn+k be a ^-manifold. Let g, f: Mn+k―>Rn+k+s be
two embeddings such that v(f(Mn +k)) and v{g{Mn+k)) are trivial. Let U and U'
be normal frames for f(Mn +k) and g(Mn +k) respectively and c=(W, <p~l,Rn+k)
be a chart of Mn+k where (p: Bn+k(0)->W. If n^k+2 and s^n + k+2 it follows
that Uf*＼lm^=UJ＼lm^: Im^*->S*(S* +*+s).
Proof. Let [(M＼ F)]<Eft*(Mn +*). We apply Prop. 2.3 to get a C~-isotopy
H: Rn+k+sxI-^Rn+k+s such that Ht=te for every fe[0, 1/3), Ht = Hx if fe
(2/3, 1] and HAfmn+k,=g<>f-＼
Define H: Rn+k+sxI-^Rn+k+sxI by H(x, t)=(H(x, t),t).
Since U can be considered as a frame normal frame for f(Mn+k)xI, we
have that U" = TH{U) is a frame for H(f(Mn +k)Xl). Then {H(f(Mk)Xl),
(Tff(Tf(F)), U")) achieves a homology between (/(M*), (Tj{F), U)) and
{g(Mk),{Tg(F),U"＼gmn+k))), therefore £/?([(M*, /?)])=(^|^(Jf≫+*,)*([(M*, f)]).
If [(Mft, F)]elm0*, there exists [(/Y*,G)]e^*(Sre+fe) such that 0*([(iV*,G)])
= [(Mfe, F)]. Hence it suffices to prove that (£/'*･ $*)(l(Nk, G)]) =
C(f///U(Mn+*))f≫^*)([(A/*,G)]). On the other hand
{U'*.<p*mNk, G)-])=U'm<P(Nk＼ TftG)l)
and
(LU>'＼g{Mn+k))*°<}>*){l{Nk,G)l)=(U''＼g(Mn+k))*M<J>(Nll)>T0(G))]).
Now, since (p(Nk)aW and W7"is contractible arguing as in Prop. 2.5 we obtain
(£7*1,(*≫+*))£([(##*),7Y(G))]) = f/'/([(^0Vft),f0(G))]). This completes the
proof. □
Now we state the next lemma, the proof is not difficultand we will omit it.
Lemma 2.2. Let f: Mn―>Rn+s be a diffeomorphicembedding and aeA/＼
Then thereexista diffeomorphicembedding g: A4n-^Rn+s and an open set U of
Mn containinga such thatg(a)=O and g(U)=B?0)x {0}.
Corollary 2.1. Let Mn+k be a n-manifold, n^k+2. Let f: Mn+k->Rn+k+s
be an embedding such that u(f(Mn+k)) trivialand let U={ult ･･･,u,＼be a normal
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frame for f(Mn+k). Let c~(U, <p l, Rn + k) be a chart inducing the orientation
of Mn+k and <p(Bn + k(O))=U. Then the following composition of homomorphisms
/7B+t(SB)-^3f*(SB+*)
0*
%k(Mn+k)
U2 (77* s)'1
§*(sn+fe+s)
~+-->
nn+k+*(sn+s)
and 2s coincide.
(Si IIn,k(Sn)―*■ nn +k+1(Sn+1) denotes the suspension homomorthism).
Proof. Let r>s such that r^n + k+2.
It is clear that Zr-*°U*f=Uf, where U'= {U, en+*+s+1,･･･,en+k +r] ([P]).
In order to compute U'f*＼imip* we can assume / to be an embedding as in Lemma
2.2. Thus there exists an open set U such that f(U)=Bn+k(0)X {0}. On the
other hand since <p does not depend on the chart, we can assume that <p~l= f~l＼u-
Now take [(M*, F)]eE§*(Sn+*),
(/7}*°^*)([(M*,F)])=r/}*([(#Af *),70(F))])
= [(M*, (F, eB +*+,+1,･･･,en+* +r))]･
Since MkczBn+k(0) and £/'is defined for every xGfin+*(0), arguing as in
Prop. 2.5 we have
[(M＼ (F, C/,e≫+*+,+i,-, eB+*+r))]
= [(iW*, (F, eB+*+1,･･･,en+fe+r))]=2"-([(M＼ F)]).
Therefore U'f*°<p*=Zr and U*r<j)*=2*. D
Corollary 2.2. Le? Mn +* fee f/iesame one asin Corollary 2.1. We Aaye £/ze
following consequences
a) U* is onto and <p*is injective.
b) If MnJrk is k-connected then from a) and Prop. 2.4 we obtain that <p* is
an isomorphism and U*=2*°(f>*~1, thus U* is an isomorphism which depends
neither on U nor on f.
Let £eiV"W{0}. It is well known that the suspension homomorphism In:
ITn+k(Sn)->IIn+*+i(Sn+1) is an isomorphism provided n^k+2. One can consider
the directed set N, with the usual order g, and the sequence of groups
{IJk+n(Sn)}nBN. For i^j there is a homomorphism Si,,: Uk+iiS*) ―>Uk+j(SJ)
defined by Ii,j=2j-1°Ij-2°---o2i. It follows that Siii=ld, and for every i<*
j-g.1one has IiA ―Ijii°Si,j. Then, {IIk+n(Sn),2i,}i, j^N, ^}neAr is the direct
system of groups.
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Denote by (77*, at),at: 77*+j(Si)^77*, the direct limit of the above system.
#*+≪(S') ― > nh+j&)
is commutative for every i^j.
The nrfivious results allow us to state next theorem
Theorem 2.1. Let Mn+k be a k-connected it-manifold, n^>k-＼-2 Letg:
Mn+k-+Mn be a map. Thus the generalized degree of g, d(g)G$k(Mn+k) of
Def. 1.2 can be identify with the element {an+B°(.nkn+i)~1<>UJ){d(g))&nk,where
/: Mn+k―Rn+k+s is an embedding such that v(f{Mn+k)) is trivial,U={uu
■■■,
us} is a normal frame for f(Mn+k) and an+s: Un+k+s(Sn+s) -≫II
k. Besides
(an+s<nkn+sy1oUj)(d(g))=0 if and only if d(g)=0 and in particular if M"=5n,
{an+z0{IIkn+lsy1<>U}){d(g))characterizes the homotopy class of g.
Proposition 2.7. Let Mn+k and M'n+k be k-connected manifolds contained
in Rn+k+＼ n^k+2. Let Fand F' be normal frames for Mn+k and M'n+k respec-
tively. If (Mn+k, F) and {M/n+k, F') are homologous through (Mn+k+＼ G) and
g: Mn+k+1―>Mn is a map, it follows that d(g＼Mn+k)=d(g＼M'n+k).
Proof. There is no loss of generality in assuming g: Mn+k+1->Mn to be
a C°°-map.Let reM" be a regular value for g, g＼Mn+k and g＼M'n+k. Thus
d{g＼Mn+k)={an+AnU^l°Fm((g＼Mn+k)-＼r),F^Mn+k)-]),
d(g＼M-n+k)={an,Ankn+syioF'Ul{(g＼M'n+k)-＼r),Fg,M>n+k)-]),
(i denotes the inclusion).
Since (g'＼r),(Fg, G)) achieves a homology between {{g＼Mn+k)~l(r),(FgiMn+k,
FVandiigl^n+itTKrX (FglM>n+k, F'))it follows that F?([(^|lfB+*)-1(r),FtXjtn+k)])
^F'UKglM'n+kYKr), Fgljl'n+k)l)therefore d{g＼Mn+k)=d(g＼u.n+k). U
Even though Mn+k fails to be a ^-connected 7r-manifold we have the fol-
Proposition 2.8 [Rl]. Let Mn+*+1 be a compact manifold and Mn+k =
8Mn +k+1. Let us suppose that d: IIn(dMn+k+1)-*nn+＼Mn+k+1, dMn+k+1) is in-
iective. If f: Mn+k^Mn is a mat admitins an extension to mat f: Mn+k+1―>
332
Mnthen d(/)=0.
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3. A result concerning the generalized Hopf s invariant.
In [P] is presented a differentiable version of the Hopf's homomorphism
y: n2k+i(Sk +1)-^Z and it was pointed out that for every C°°-map /: S2*
+1―S* +1,
y(f) depends only on the position of f~＼a0) and f'＼a1) in Rik+l where a0, a^
(r. v.)(/). Several generalizations have been described, in particuiar those
established by G. W. Whitehead [W] and M. A. Kervaire [K]. Kervaire's one
extends Whitehead's one therefore and we wiil refer to the generalized Hopf's
invariant as that of Kervaire.
Let /: sra+d+1-^Sn+1 be a C°°-map, d^n. Let a0, axe(r. v.)(/) such that
Md = f-1(a0) and M'd = f-＼a1) are contained in S" +d+1＼{<?}. Let Fo and F2 the
normal frames associated to Md and M'd by /. Then one can assume that
MdUMfdcRn+d+1 and the map <p: MdxM'd-^Sn+d<p(x, y)=(y-x/＼＼y-x＼＼) is
well defined. On the other hand {Fox {0}, {0}xFi} is a normal frame for
MdxM'd, as a submanifold of Rn+d+1xRn+d+l. It is defined the generalized
Hopf's invariant of /, h(f), by
/i(/)=((/78dn+B(t+a)-io(F0x{0}, {0}xF.n^ntn^xw),
where i: Mdc~
>Rn+d+l
is the inclusion, then h defines a homomorphism h:
7T /cn +
n .77 /"Q3n+(i+2N
■"d +n +lW )~*U- 2d+2n+2W )･
Let [/]e/7d+n+1(5re+1) and 77*+1([/]) = [_(Nd, F)], [_(Nd, F)-]<E%d(Sn+d") =
%d(Rn+d+1). There is no loss of generality in assuming Nd to be connected
and F to be an orthonormal frame [P] (pags. 56 and 77).
We are going to limit ourselves to the case of Nd to be (d ―n)-connected
and 2n―22>d^n2>l. Let us note that h{f) can be considered the degree of
<p,d(<p). Write F={vu ■■■,
vn+x] and for every c=(cu ■■■, cn+1) e ft"+1, such
that ||c|iis small enough we define C: Nd->Rn+d +1 by C(x)=x + Cii;1(x)+ ･･･+
cB+ii>n+i(*). From Pr°P- 2.7 it follows that h(f)=d(L), where L: NdxNd-^
Sn+d is the C"-map defined by L(.y, x)=(x-C(y)/＼＼x-£(y)＼＼) (see [P] for the
classical case).
In order to obtain the most important theorem of this section we state
Lemma 3.1. Let [_{M＼ F)]efp(Sn+fe) where F={vlt ･■■,vn). Let a be an
arbitrary permutation of the set {I, ･･･,n]. Let JjG {―1, 1} for each ze {1, ･･･,n).
Consider the frame F'= {£iVa(1),■･･, znva<.n)}■ It follows that [_{Mk, F)~＼= ±
[(M＼ F')].
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The proof of the Lemma 3.1 is standard and we omit it.
Lemma 3.2 ([S], pag. 405). Let f: X-*Y be a n-equivalence([S] pag. 404).
For every CW-complex P such that dim P^n (resp. dim P<,n ―Y)it follows that
the map /*: [P, X~＼-*＼_P,Yl is onto (resp. /* is injective).
Lemma 3.3 [F.R.], pag. 438-439). The map
p
A
i: SO(n + d)―> SO(n + d + l) defined by i(A)=
0
is a {n + d ―D-epuivalence.
0
1
Now we are in a position of proving the next result. Notice that the next
theorem involves the tools developped in section 2. Theorem 3.1 generalizes a
useful result of the classicaltheory case and improves 6.1 of [K].
Theorem 3.1. Let [/]e/7n+d+1(Sn+1). Let us suppose that 2n-2^d^n^l
and n%+1([f~])=[(Md, F)] such that Md is connected and F={vu ■■･,vn+l} is a
C°°orthonormal frame for Md. Let us also assume that Ma is a (d-n)-connected
manifold contained in Rn+d (q£Md, Rn+daRn+d+1). Consider t=en+d+1EiRn+d+1
and let us write for every x<=Mden+d+1 = ≪i(x)y1(x)+･･･+are+i(x)yre+1(x). Then
the map <p: Md->Sn defined by <p{x)―{ax{x),■■■,≪;i+1(x))satisfiesthat h(f)=
±d{<b).
Proof. Let 5 be a small enough positive number and L: MdxMd^Sn+d
be the map defined by L(y, x)=(x ―y―8vn+l(y)/＼＼x―y―8vn+l(y)]＼).
It is sufficientto prove that
((FX {0}, {0} XJF)?xio//^3)([L])=(2'"+(i+1oFto//^≫)([^])
=((^B+d+i!, -, e2n+2d+2)hntn)(i<pi)^n2n+2d+.2(s3n+d+i)
up to sign.
One can assume en+1eSre to be a regular value of (p. Let F<i-'t:=^~1(0n+i),
submanifold of Md, contained in the open subset (p~＼E$)(E+={{xu ･･･,xre+i)e
5": x>0}). Using the same arguments discussed in [P] (page 71) we have
L-＼en+d+1)=A(Vd-n), where A: Md-^MdxMd is the diagonal map, A(x)=(x, x).
Let x<=:d)-l(E+),then an+1(x)>0 and
Vn +l(x)
t
an+i(x)
≪l(*)
Vi(x)
≪*(*)
vJx)
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Consequently {v^x), ■■･,vn{x),I) is a basis of the normal space at i to Af in
ftn+d+i fQT every X(E(p-＼El). Let p: Rn+d +1-^Rn+d be the natural projection.
For each ye {1, 2, ･･-,n＼ denote Wj=p(vj). Then {wx(x), ■■･,wn(x)} is a basis
of the normal space at x to Md in Rn+d for every xG<fr＼E+).
Since Md is (d ―n)-connected, there exists a chart c=(U, <p,Rd), of Md,
such that [/ is a contractible open subset of M4 containing Vd~n. Let us
denote V-Ur＼^~＼El).
Define a C°°-map£=B"(0)xF^ign+<t by E({XU ■■■,Xn),x)=x+d(X1w1(x)+-
-＼-Xnwn{x)).It is obvious that for a small enough d, E is a diffeomorphism
onto its image.
For each x^Vd~n we have that ai(x)=Q for every ze {1, ･･･,n} and an+i(x)
―1. Then if we write tp and L using local coordinates, and keep the same
notation, (p: V-*Rn will be given by <p{x)―{al{x),■･･,an{x)) and L: VxV->
Rn+d by
L(y, x)= ./
ai{y)
x ― y―d( ^r
v an+i(y)
wi(y)― -
gn{y)
an+i(y)
Wn(yn
then L can be expressed as the followingcomposition:
N ExE M
L: VxV ~^(Bnl(Q)xV)x(Bn1(O)xV) >Rn+axRn+d
―* Rn+d
where
N(y, x)=
// ai(y)
＼＼ an+i(y)
and M(a, b)=a―b.
Therefore for every x^Vd~n
D(P(x)=
and for every (x, x)^A(Vd~n)
DL(x, x)=DL(O, x)
doti
dan
dx.
(xn(y)
≪n +l(v)
D<p(x)
-1
dcti
dxd
oan
dxd
1
0
y), (0, o
■-1 i 'i
d d
n
d
0, *))
up to sign
dOn
dxd
= BX
dxd
x), ･･･, Sn+d(x, x)}) is a basis of the
Md x Md satisfying A^S^x, x), ■■■,
)
2
(n+O-th line
0
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in each column (Lemma 3.1 implies that there is no problem in changing the
sign all columns).
For every x<=Vd~n we will denote by Ax
Ax
(
D(p(x)
1
1
1
0
1
Let {zu ･･･,zn) be the normal frame for Vd~n in Rd, such that D(p{x){zj(x)
―&j for every /e {1, ■･■,n). Then {R?Ui(x)), ･･･,Q$(zn{x))} is the normal
frame associated to <p,F<p,at x(=Vd~n.
For all / E{1, ■･■,n} and xeFd-re we define S/x, x)=(z/x), Zj(x))ceR2d
and Sn+i(#, x)=(―gj, ei)eft2d for each /e {1, ･･■,of}. It is clear that Ax(Sj(x,
x))―ej for x<=Vd~n and ;'e {1. ･･■,n) and
Ax(Sn+i(x, x)) 0
0
2
I
Slic'KiSAx, x), .-., Sn(x, x), Sn+l(x
normal space at (x, x) to A(Vd~n) in
Sn +d(X, X))=-
1
1
2
da
dx
dan
0
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= Bx(e1, ･■■,en+d).
Consequently, DL(x, x)((Sx(x, x), ■■■,Sn+d(x, x))B^DE(0, x)"1)=(g1, ･･･, en+d)
and &lcZ'cx＼(Si(x,x), ■■■,Sn+d(x, x))B^DE(Q, x)'1) is the normal frame associated
to A(Vd~n) at (x, x). We will show at the end of the proof that the map e:
Vd-n^GL(Rn+d) defined by e(x) = B~lDE{Q, x)~l is either homotopic to the
constant identity map or to the constant map
/ /
1
0
0
Id
Then [(A(Fd-"), (O^dS^ ■■■, <9;xc(SK+d), F X {0}, {0} X/'))] - ±[(A(Kd-≫),
((ccx^SJ, ■■･,e-cUSn^BT'DE^O, -T1, Fx {0}, {0} xf<))] and therefore (Fx {0},
{0} XF)?xi(^;2([L]))=[(A(Fd-U (cixe(Sx), - , 6-cxc(Sn+d), FX {0}, {0} xF))].
On the other hand, since (£re+(*+1°.Ff°/7£-'!)([^>])depends neither on the
embedding nor on the frame Z7, one can choose the embedding A: Md-*Mdx
Md ―> Rn+d +1xRn+d+1. Let // be the normal frame obtained (using an isotooy
for example) carrying (F, en+d+1, ■■■,e2n+2d+2) to A(Md).
Then one has that (£ra+d+1oFt≫/7^nX[^]) = (H*rIltn){＼_<p']) = [(A(Vd-"),
(A(ceUi)X -, A(6>i(2n)), #))].
Observe that A(c?(≪/j:)))=c^5!j:)(S/jc, x)) for every x^Vd'n and /g {1, ■■･,
n}. Now, since (6<x'x)(Sn+1(x, x), ■■■,Sn+d(x, x)), Fx|0}, |0}xF) and H＼Jm
are defined for every x<=U, and U is contractible it follows that ((Fx{0},
{0}xF)fxto/7fo3)([L])=(//2≫/7^B)([£]) up to sign and then h(f)=±d(<p).
In order to complete the proof we only have to show that e: Vd~n -->
GL(Rn+d) is homotopic to a constant map. It is clear that the map x^->Bx is
homotopic to a constant map. Then it suffices to work with the map s':
yd"n^GL(≪n+(i) defined by e'(x) = DE(0, x). Let us define M＼ Bn(0)xMdx
(-1, l)^i2re+<*+i by Jr(^, ■･■, kn, x, Xn+1) = x+^1y1(x)+--- +<J≫+iVn+i(*)). ^ is
a diffeomorphism onto its image then J(＼biho)xux<.-i,i)-Bn(0)x U X(―1, 1) ―>■
Rn+d+1 so is. One can assume that |£>^f(3>)|>0 for every 3>geBb(0)x£/x(―1, 1).
Consider xg(/.
DM(O, x, 0)
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dvi(x) Svlix)
8vl+d +1(x) 8vTd +1(x) 0
where vjt{x) denotes the /-th coordinate of v^x).
DM{{), x, 0)
because v?+d+1(*)=(v>(*),
Then DM(O, x, 0)=
t)= (Vj{x), Vn
DE(O, x)
L o
suppose that d = l. Therefore one
yd-n
+i(*))=0
0
<5
DE(Q, -r^ GL (Rn+d)
r_*
SO(n+d)
V ■
Qx
0
dvjl+1(x)
S.,n+d +
0
＼x)
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Since U iscontractible,the following composition Vd~n―*U >GL(Rn+d+1)
is homotopic to the constant identity map. Now for each x<=Vd'n one has that
0
Qx
o i
0 8 I
, applying a simple homotopy one can
has the followingcommutative diagram
DJC(O .,0)~GL+(R≫^l)-^SO(n+d+l)
>^ A
i, where r is the canonical
homotopy equivalence and i: SO(n + d) ―>SO(n + d + 1) has been given in
Lemma 3.2.
The map r＼:Vd-n->SO(n + d + l) defined by rj(x)= r(DJ{(0, x, 0))is homotopic
to a constant map. Then it is enough to prove that
yi-n ―>S0{n + d)
x i―> r{DE(O, x))
also is nulhomotopic.
Lemma 3.2 asserts that i is a (n + d ―Inequivalence and using Lemma 3.3
one has that z* : [_Vd-n, S0(n + d)]-≫[Vd-n, SO(n + d + l)] is injective if d-n<
(n + d + l) ―l. vSince d ―n^n + d―2 iff 2m ―2^0 it follows that i* is injective.
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Since z*([V])=
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＼i°r)'~＼= [_r]~]=t) then [77'] =0 and the proof is complete. □
Let 2": nn+d(Sn)―*nn+d+1(Sn+1) be the suspension homomorphism. It is
well known that /i(/)=0 for every [/]<=Irn2'([W] pag 192). However the
converse is much more difficultto solve. One can use the above theorem to
obtain the next corollary.
Corollary 3.1. Let lf]^IJn+d+1(Sn+1). Assume that 2n-2^d^n^l and
ni+l{[_f]) = ＼_{Md,F)~＼,where Md is a (d-n)-connected manifold containedin Rn+d
and F={vi, ･･■,vn+1} is an orthonormal frame for Ma. Then if h(f)=O one
has that [/lelml1.
Proof.
map. Now
Since d(<p)=h(f)―O, it follows that (p is homotopic to a constant
[P] implies that [/jelmJ. □
The author wants to express his gratitude to E. Outerelo for his comments
and all of his valuable time he dedicated to the author, while the thesis pre-
paration.
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